
DILIGENCE
“We want each of you to show this same diligence to the very end,

in order to make your hope sure.” — Hebrews 6:11
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Neutralizing Christianity

Some of the recent Diligence articles have discussed the different responses that
would be prompted in any given circumstance or situation depending on whether
one is exercising agape or phileo love. In the context of that entire discussion we
also looked at the word “hate” as well as the different meanings that could be
applicable for the Greek word (miseō) that is used for “hate” in the New Testament.

In those articles, we stated more than once that moral disapproval of an action or

behavior is not hatred. There is however a great deal of misunderstanding concerning

that fact in society today. In 2010, Congress passed the “Hate Crimes Law.”

According to the FBI web site (www.fbi.gov) Congress has defined a hate crime

as a “criminal offense against a person or property motivated in whole or in part by an

offender’s bias against a race, religion, disability, ethnic origin or sexual orientation”

[emphasis added]. The FBI “Hate Crime Data Collection Guidelines” define “sexual-

orientation bias” as “a preformed negative opinion or attitude toward a group or

persons based on their sexual attraction toward ... members of their own sex...” That

means Christians would have a “sexual-orientation bias”since the Scriptures clearly

state that homosexuality is sinful. Coupled with the fact that the site also states that

“hate speech is any speech that may incite prejudicial action against a protected indi-

vidual or group because it disparages that protected individual or group,” the law

criminalizes Christianity’s moral teachings about homosexuality — that is to

say, the law criminalizes Christians’ ability to speak about their beliefs.

Now, we need to recall here from an earlier issue of Diligence that one of the

meanings of the Greek word used in the Scriptures for “hate” (miseō) indicates a

right, correct or proper feeling or attitude of aversion toward something that is evil

(See Vol. 11 Issue 9). That would mean that a Christian who is obedient to God’s

Word should have a “bias” about sin — including the sin of homosexuality. Let us

quickly add here that this of course does not mean that a Christian should perpetrate

a crime of violence against one who is sinning — but — should “hate” the fact

that the sin is being practiced. (See an entire article on Hate The Sin But Love The

Sinner in Diligence Vol. 11 Issue 10).

Let’s go back now to the misunderstanding much of society has concerning this aspect

of Christianity. When Congress added “sexual orientation” to the “Hate Crimes Law”

as a protected class — Christians became a target of attack since much of society is

convinced that moral disapproval of homosexuality is indeed hatered of those indi-

viduals who engage in that particular immoral act. In other words, much of society

is convinced that Christians “hate” homosexuals because they morally disapprove
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19.2 Apps may contain or quote religious text provided the quotes or translations

are accurate and not misleading. Commentary should be educational or

informative rather than inflammatory.

“Apple reserves the right to refuse...any order...that Apple, in its sole discretion

deems ... offensive...inappropriate or unacceptable. Unsuitable apps include...those

that — contain hate/violent/offensive content — promote discrimination based

on....sexual orientation,....— are considered offensive at Apple’s sole discretion.”

Facebook — (emphasis added)

“3.   Safety 6,7,10   ‘...You will not post content that is hateful..’

5.   Prohibited Content (d)  ‘Ads cannot contain, facilitate, promote, or reference

the following”— inflammatory religious content...Hate speech whether

directed at an individual or group, and whether based upon...sexual orientation

or gender identity.. — Content that advocates against any organization, person,

or group of people, with the exception of candidates running for public office.’”

Google — (emphasis added)

“Advertising Guidelines — 

Abortion — Examples of prohibited products include: Gruesome language

such as ‘abortion is murder.’”

“Hate Speech — (Bloggers) — ...don’t cross the line by using hate speech.

By this we mean content that promotes hate or violence towards groups

based on...sexual orientation/gender identity....”

The problem is intensified for Christians concerning this issue because many

within our culture’s politically correct climate do not limit “hate” to violence.

Instead, “hate” now includes the content of certain ideas — specifically those

that spring from Christian Scriptural beliefs which secularists perceive to be out

of step with their own views. For example, gay-rights groups referred to Exodus

International’s message as “hate speech” and Apple banned Exodus’ iPhone app.

This article clearly only mentions a few of the media giants as well as only a very

few examples noted in the 47 page study done by NRB.(The study did find that

Twitter had the best policies regarding the free speech rights of its users).

Society is becoming more and more hostile about Biblical beliefs — particularly

about Scriptural teachings concerning homosexuality. In Canada, Hugh Owens

was fined $4,500 under that country’s “Hate Crimes” law for printing an ad in

the paper that referenced the Bible’s teachings on homosexuality. We are quickly

moving in that same direction.Christians need to constantly be “on the alert” so

the Gospel doesn’t become a casuality of institutionalized discrimination.
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otherwise lawful viewpoints were removed because of Christian content that

was deemed “offensive.” In November of 2010, Apple decided to pull the

Manhattan Declaration App off the iTunes App Store. The Manhattan Declaration

contains a declaration of orthodox Christian beliefs about marriage, sanctity of

life and religious liberty. The reason given by Apple in its prepared statement

was that the Manhattan Declaration’s position that homosexual conduct is

immoral “violates our developer guidelines by being offensive...”

In March of 2011, Apple censored the Exodus International app. At that time Exodus

International held the position that homosexual acts are incongruent with the

Bible’s teachings. For 3 decades Exodus steadfastly declared that God was able

to change and transform any homosexual who would submit to His will. Now,

Exodus is helping to build the lie it once sought to destroy. However, when

Exodus still opposed homosexuality, Apple spokesperson Tom Neumayr told a

news source that “the app indeed had been deemed offensive and removed.”

While Apple has clearly and repeatedly pulled apps that contain content concerning

a Christian viewpoint about homosexuality, less controversial subjects have been

allowed — at least for now. This would put any other Christian viewpoint at risk

that might — at some point in the future — become culturally unfashionable.

Facebook — has partnered with gay rights groups (GLAAD and “It Gets Better”)

and has pledged to eradicate comments on it’s site that are deemed to be “anti-

homosexual.” Facebook is also participating in gay awareness programs, all of

which suggest that Christian content that is critical of homosexuality, same-sex

marriage, or similar practices will be at risk of censorship.

Google — Google has committed past practices of anti-religious censorship.

For content reasons, it refused to accept a pro-life advertisement from a

Christian organization, an issue that prompted litigation in England. ... Also, in

March of 2011, Google established new guidelines for its “Google for Non-

Profits,” — a special web tool program — but specifically excluded churches

and other faith groups, including organizations that take into consideration religion

or sexual orientation in their hiring practices.

While some of these examples we have mentioned here may not be especially

alarming, when considered in context with our discussion of hate crime and hate

speech laws, it becomes alarming. With the current direction society is moving in

relation to its views about homosexuality — a close examination of the actual written

“Guidelines” that each of these giants uses in determining what will and will not

be allowed, the Gospel is in great danger of becoming a casuality of institutionalized

discrimination. The following are portions of the actual text they go by.

Apple — (emphasis added)

“14.1   Any app that is...offensive, mean spirited...will be rejected

14.2 Professional political satirists and humorists are exempt from the ban 

on offensive or mean spirited commentary.

of that behavior. Christians do have a proper feeling of aversion toward that behavior

because it is described in the Scriptures as an abomination unto the Lord and is there-

fore evil. (I Cor. 6:9; Lev. 18:22-26; Lev. 20:13; I Tim. 1:8-11; Rom. 1:24-27; Deut.

22:5) The fact however that society sees moral disapproval and hatred as the same

thing is making it more and more difficult — if not impossible — for Christians to

freely speak about their belief concerning that particular sin. There are many who

consider it to be “hate speech” when Christians voice their moral disapproval of

homosexuality. It is no surprise then that there are also those who consider public

reading of any Scriptures that oppose homosexuality to be “hate speech.”

So — while there are clearly numerous aspects we could discuss concerning this

subject, we’d like to focus on just one for this particular issue — one that is probably

a bit “off-beat” — one that most of us are most likely not aware of — one that we

otherwise may not even think of in relation to Christians being unable to voice

Biblical viewpoints concerning homosexuality. That aspect would be in regard to

several major internet-interactive communications platforms — platforms such as

Apple, Google, Facebook, MySpace, Twitter, Comcast, AT&T and Verizon.

In September of 2011, National Religious Broadcasters (NRB) completed “an exam-

ination of the threat of Anti-Christian Censorship and Other Viewpoint Discrimination

on new media platforms.” Their study included the policies and practices of the

numerous “media giants” we just listed above. Their findings were more than a little

disturbing — particularly in regards to the Christian viewpoint concerning homo-

sexuality and whether or not stating that viewpoint from a Christian perspective,

constitutes “hate-speech” in the eyes of society as well as some of those media giants.

Before we go on with this subject let us say just a word about National Religious

Broadcasters. The entire 47 page study from which we have obtained much of

this information can be read at — 

http://content.nrb.org/Webdocs/Legal/True%20liberty-in-a-New-Media-Age9-15-11.pdf

The study is entitled True Liberty In A New Media Age. The mission of NRB as

stated in that study “is to advance biblical truth, promote media excellence, and

defend free speech.” NRB was began in 1944 and “continues as a non-partisan

association representing Christian communications worldwide.” The following

statement is made in the Forward (pg.1) of the study —

“...if Christian content and worldview programming are censored by new media

platforms like Apple’s iTunes App Store and Facebook, or ever-expanding web

services like Google or Internet service providers like Verizon and AT&T, the Good

News of the Gospel could become one more casuality of institutionalized discrimination.”

To demonstrate what is meant by a “casuality of institutionalized discrimination,”

let’s address just a few specific instances that have already occurred involving

some of these media giants.

Apple iTunes App Store — Of the over half-million apps available for Apple’s

iPhone, at the time of this study, the only ones that had been removed for expressing
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